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Abstract

An experimental study was made of turbulent heat transfer from

a vertical cylinder placed in a square channel. The flow medium was

water flowing upwards.

Basic differential equations governing the mixed flow heat trans-

fer phenomena in a vertical annulus are presented.

A dimensional analysis is done to find the dimensionless vari-

ables affecting the relative magnitude of the effect of buoyancy on forced

convection heat transfer.

Dimensionless equations correlating the experimental data ana
Gvincorporating a buoyancy parameter of the form -r~2 are presented.

Reynolds number range covered is 690 to 129,500 and the Rayleigh num-
9 13

ber range covered is 10 to 4. 2 x 10 . Effect of different length para-

meters, like hydraulic diameter and distance of the measuring point

from the inlet of the test section, on dimensionless equations are studied.

(This report forms a part of the thesis submitted to the

Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, in partial fulfilment of the

requirements for the degree of Teknologie Licenciat.)
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I Purpose of investigation

The purpose of this theoretical and experimental investigation

was to study the influence of natural convection on forced convection heat

transfer.

II Introduction

Convective heat transfer phenomena are usually classified into

two categories

i) free convection flow

ii) forced convection flow-

Convection is called free if the stresses including the normal

pressure to which the fluid is subjected at its boundaries? do net psrform

mechaxiical work, that is, if all the boundaries of the fluid are stationary.

The case where this is not true is termed forced convection. Here may

also be encountered an intermediate case where free convection is im-

posed on the forced motion of the pumped fluid.

The specific volume of any fluid is a function of temperature. II

at any two space coordinates in the same fluid the mass ha.,3 different

temperatures, then the difference in specific volume at these two points

gives rise to buoyancy forces. The difference in buoyancy forces causes

the fluid to flow from the area of lower to higher specific volume. As an

example, the case of a heated vertical channel placed in a large mass of

fluid can be considered (see Fig. 1). The fluid mass inside the heated

channel rises in temperature and the resulting change in specific volume

causes the hot .fluid to flow upwards. As the hotter fluid flows upwards.»

the colder fluid is drawn inside the heated channel through the bottom.

Since the mass of the fluid in the heated channel is negligible compared,

to the mass of the fluid outside, the hpt fluid coming out of the channel

does not appreciably change the temperature of the main mass of the

fluid. In this way a circulation loop is established in the fluid. A steady

temperature gradient is obtained in.the flow direction through tine heated.

vertical channel. For a particular heat flux through the walls of the

channel, the velocity and the temperature profiles are unique. The flow
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rate through the channel is such that the pressure drop across the chan-

nel Is equal to the buoyancy forces.

Fig. 2 shows a loop which consists cf a cooler, a pump, and a

heated channel which is geometrically identical to the one in the large

fluid mass mentioned above. In this case the mass flow rate through the

channel is not uniquely determined by the heat flux through the walls of

the heated channel. The mass flow rate through the channel is no longer

determined by the buoyancy forces but by the mechanical work done by

the pump. The effect of free convection flow on the mode of heat transfer,

however, does not vanish entirely»

The flow can be either turbulent or laminar. But, the velocity

profile of the flow through the channel represents neither laminar nor

pure turbulent flow. It does not represent pure free convection flow.

With increased velocity the effects of free convection becomes negligible,

but it never vanishes entirely. This transition region between the pure

free convection flow and predominantly forced convection flow (i. e. where

the free convection effects are negligible) is termed as the mixed flow

region.

Such a phenomenon occurs in the moderators of some water cooled

nuclear rea,ctors. During emergency cooling of rod clusters in nuclear

reactors with steam or gas flowing at low velocity, the mode of heat

transfer is that of combined forced and free convection heat transfer.

Mixed flow phenomenon is also encountered in the internal cooling of gas

turbine blades and electrical transformers. An electrically conducting

fluid flowing in a magnetic field is another case where mixed flow can

occur.

Ill Basic differential equations

A set of basic differential equations governing mixed flow in a

vertical channel under turbulent flow conditions are presented here.

Difficulties involved in solving the eqiiations are discussed generally.

Following the method presented by Ojalvo and Grosh (9) for circular

tubes, the following set of differential equations are presented for a con-

centric annuli.
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III. 1 Assumptions

1. The flow is axially symmetric

2. The flow is steady, turbulent and fully developed

3. The axis of the channel is parallel with the direction of body

force, i.e. gravity

4. The only non-vanishing mean velocity component is the one in

the vertical direction

5. The fluid properties are constant except for density which is

assumed to be temperature dependent in the body force term

in the momentum equation

6. The wall heat flux is uniform

7. There are no volume heat sources

8. Frictional heating effects are negligible

9. There is single phase flow

III. 2 Differential equations

Since the flow is assumed to be axially symmetric, the equations

are given in cylindrical coordinates.

The equation of continuity together with the assumption 4 reduces

The Navier-Stokes' equations for momentum assume the form

P- + Pg = 2 | - ( r [ | x + p € j | £ ) (3-2)
8x ^& r or * u ̂  Km m. 9r/ v '

o (3-3)
8r By U w"^

The energy equation becomes

p C u | t = I - | - ( r [ \ + p C €„]—-) (3-4)
r m p 3x r or v ^m p H drJ x '
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Assuming small temperature differences and constant pressure,

the equation of state reduces to

p = p o [ l - P(t - to)] (3-5)

where the subscript "o" refers to a reference condition.

Fully developed velocity and temperature profiles and constant

specific heat together with the thermal boundary condition of constant

heat flux at the walls give

longitudinal temperature gradient -g— = a constant = A (3-6)

The equations are developed for an anmilus of outer diameter D

and inner diameter D..

A temperature difference 8 is introduced. 8 is the difference

between the temperature at any radial position r and the outer wall tem-

perature at the same axial position. It can be written as

D
0 = e(r) =t(x,r) - t(x, -f-) (3-7) •

Equations (3-1) and (3-3) indicate that

u = u(r) (3-8)

and

p = p(x) (3-9)

Substituting equation (3-5) in equation (3-2) and on the basis of

equations (3-8) and (3-9) one obtains

^ ( r [ [ ^ + p s J r + P P g ( t - t ) = 4 + P g ( 3 - 1 0 )
r dr v *m M dr r o K ö v o' dx r o & '

Substitution of equation (3-7) in equation (3-10) gives

r dr



The energy equation by substituting equation (3-7) in (3-4) becomes

C u A = ^ 4~( r U + P C «„] •#-) (3-12)
"m p r dr x r m p HJ dr ' v ;

The reference temperature which is the outer wall temperature

in this case is a function of x. At any particular value of x, p is a con-

stant. Applying the equation (3-11) locally, it can be said that the left

hand side of the equation is a function of r only and the right hand side

of the equation is a function of x only. In other words, each side is equal

to a constant

u ja, C
m a / -,

M dr ' ro r & *_ 2
^ o io i

p u C A (D - D. )
1 o m p o i '

III. 3 Non-dimensionalized forms

Following dimensionless variables are introduced:

j5 (3-15)
o

U r:-11— (3-17)
u v /

m
and

7 7 7 7
P o P g C A ( D ^ - D ^ ) D Q ^

R a = —'—— E___ —— „-, (3
a i A ii \

I D \X K

also
D.b ~ D~o



Equation (3-14) is rewritten in terms of the dimensionless variables.

6 ITT C

T{ dT| . v dr} '

Equation (3-12) is modified to

TI dtl " o. dt$ -i/i i 2\
m * 2(1 - b )

Let

™ = E(?i, Pr) (3-21)

Equation (3-20) when substituted in equation (3-19) gives

TO 2(1 - b j

The continuity equation is written as

1

U - —2-j \ Ui] dr, =• 1 . (3-22a)
m 1 - b J

b

III. 4 Boundary conditions

For a concentric annulus of inner diameter D. and outer diameter
i

D the following boundary conditions are valid;

at the inner wall

U(b) ~ 0 (3-23)

at the outer wall

U(l) = 0 (3-24)

For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that t.(x) = t (x).

Thermal boundary conditions are as follows:
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at the inner wall

<t>(b) = 0 (3-25)

at the outer wall

4>(l) = 0 (3-26)

III. 5 Discussion of eguatijons^

Equations (3-19), (3-22) and (3-22a) coupled with the boundary

conditions defined by equations (3-23), (3-24), (3-25) and (3-26) a r e a

descr ip t ion of the problem of combined forced and free convection in a

ver t i ca l concentr ic annular channel.

The following information i s n e c e s s a r y for solving the equations

(3-18) and (3-21).

a. An express ion for E(TJ , P r )

b . An express ion for ~—- = F (rj, Re. , Re )
m i o •

Examination of the differential equations reveal that dimension-

less velocity U and temperature 4* are functions of TJ for a particular
* #

value of the parameters Ra , Pr, Re and Re. .r a o ' i
The sign of Ra is determined by the sign of A and (3 „ (3 is posi-a

tive for most of the fluids encountered commonly.

A is positive in the following cases:

a. Upward flow with heating

b. Downward flow with cooling

and A is negative in the following cases:

a. Upward flow with cooling

b. Downward flow with heating

Re. and Re a r e defined in Appendix C,
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Ra can be rewritten in the following form

p 2 p g A ( l - b 2 ) D 4 j^C
Ra = ™ T~ ~ . E. = Gr • Pr (3-27)

a 16 jo. \ a

For a c i rcular pipe, i. e. b = 0

p 2 j 3 g A D 4 JA G
r n i o o p / , -,o\[ Ra j . = r—— • ^ (3-28)a circ. , , 2 x

 v '16 (J. A.

Fractional Reynolds numbers are interdependent. Their relation

to the Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter is given by the follo-

wing equation:

±4(1 - b) #2 Re .* 2

a (C + 8 Ra 4> ) ° b
a a m

where ,

4> _ f L _ 1 u • TJ • <(> • dt] (3-30)

b

In the equation (3-29) the + ve sign is for upward flow and the ~ ve

sign is for net downward flow.

If it is assumed that the shear s t ress is zero at the radial location

where the velocity is maximum, then

i j. , .-, i. ii H.e • b (1 - TT ) ,

s h e a r s t r e s s at the outer wal l o _ j 7 _ _ _I ,„
s h e a r s t r e s s at the inner wal l ~ ^ * 2 ~ ;—2 ,2» b

Re (.1 - TT )
—ZT = ~TÖ—-T" « r (C-12)

where

TJ = -=r- and s = radius of maximum velocity,
o

For a fully developed turbulent flow r\ can be determined from the

following equation given by Lieung (7),
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L where N = 0. 343 (3-32)
i + (b)N

One drawback of using the equation (3-32) in the case of mixed

flow is that in some cases the velocity profiles may have more than one

point of inflexion* In the extreme cases where a flow inversion takes

place due to buoyancy effects, the equation (3-32) would give wrong

results.

The solutions of the equations governing mixed laminar flow be-

come unstable at different values of Rayleigh number (2). Ojalvo and

Grosh (8) also found that the iterative solution of the differential equa-

tions describing turbulent mixed flow phenomena, oscillated for Rayleigh

numbers greater than 400.

IV Dimensional analysis

IV. 1 Effect of buoyancy

In this section the differential equations governing a two dimen-

sional flow over flat plate at zero angle of incidence are examined to

determine the dimensionless parameters which control the relative

magnitude of the effect of buoyancy upon forced convection (5).

It is assumed that all fluid properties except density are constant.

The effects of temperature on density are assumed to be small. A uni-

form laminar flow over a plate of length L is considered. The flow

approaches the plate at a uniform velocity U and with a uniform tempe-

rature t . The plate is at a temperature t „ The system of coordinates

is as shown in Fig. 9.

Navier-Stokes' equation assumes the form

9u 3u 9u 1_ _9j> r, 2 / * fA i\
3x dy dz p 8x s P \ ^ / \ /

The equation (4-1) is non-dimensionalized by the introduction of

the following variables.

i (4-2)
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L

Z =

TT\ w

P =

L

t -

r

P -

t
CO

Poo

(4-3)

(4-4)

(4-5)

(4-6)

u
1 u_ (4-7)

v ~
(4-8)

w1 -
w -

(4-9)

Substituting equations (4-2) to (4-9), the equation (4-1) becomes

1 d 1 Bu1 , 1 9U
J

+ w

\ " too)!

L

2 p SX

-) T

•where
= .L2V;

(4-10)

(4.11)

Growth, of the boundary layer on plate surface indicates that near

the plate

at X = 0

and at X = 1 u is very small.

1
Therefore, derivative of u with respect to X is of the order 1,

s o

9X (4-12)
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In the boundary region the viscous forces and momentum trans-

port rate are of the same order of magnitude. Therefore, •

From the equation (4-10) it is obvious that the buoyancy would

start affecting the velocity distribution when the coefficient of T would be

of the order 1. Therefore,

or
^ = 0 [ l J (4-15)

f~4

Qualitatively, a ratio of the form of ——-> would be of help in esti

mating the relative effect of buoyancy on forced convection.

Similarly, a ratio of the form of/~—2\ would give an indication of

the relative effect of forced convection on a natural convection process.

In correlating experimental data (4), the ratio has been modified

to the following form

M = ( 4

(Gr Prf

The value of n lies between 0,33 and 0,4. For upward flow

through vertical channel if M < 8, then natural convection mode of heat

transfer is predominant, and if M > 15, then the forced convection mode

of heat transfer is predominant.

IV. 2 Heat transfer

A dimensional analysis of the heat transfer phenomena in the

region of mixed flow indicates that an equation of the following form is

valid in this region,

Nu = F[Re, Pr, Gr] (4-17)



In the ideal form of the above equation, it should approach the

forced convection heat transfer correlations at high Reynolds number and

free convection heat transfer correlations at very low Reynolds numbers.

In this report the following three forms of equations have been

tested for validity at different Grashof and Reynolds numbers.

Nu s C • Ra11 (4-18)

J = C j . R e m (4-19)

where

J = Colburn factor

(J. P l n.
Nu = C2 • (Re)P (Pr) q • {•-*•} • (Gr) X (4-20)

All the heat transfer coefficients were measured locally. In the

dimensionless quantities, the following three length parameters were

used.

D = hydraulic diameter of the channel = 0s0787 meters

d = outer diameter of the central rod = 0, 05990 "

x = distance of the measuring point from the entrance.

Since only one fixed geometrical configuration was used for eva-

luating the data» it is difficult to comment on the relative merits of using
X

D and d . The rat io-r- , however, was varied from 0. 08 to 23.e o do

Heat flow gives rise to a steep temperature gradient at the heat

transfer surface. Variation of fluid properties like viscosity, specific

heat and conductivity necessitates that some allowance be made for this

temperature dependent effect. An average film temperature defined as

t . + t ., ,
t = _2S_ Jk (4-21)
jf 2 v

has been used with success for correlating experimental data. Use of

absolute temperature ratios to account for property variation is more

accurate but the use of average film temperature is less cumbersome.
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2}
V_ Description of the experimental setup '

V, 1 Description of the loop

The experiments were conducted in the high pressure loop HÄXAN

in the Heat Transfer Laboratory at AB Atomenergi, Stud svik, Sweden.

This loop is used for heat transfer and fJuid flow experiments in electri-

cally heated test sections. Maximum temperature and pressure obtain-

able is 270 C and 55 bar respectively. Fig, 3 shows a simplified diagram

of the loop with a gap showing where the test section for the present in-

vestigation was fitted. Fig, 4 shows the connecting lines between the test

section and the loop,

V. 2 Description of. the test section

The test section consisted of a square vertical channel 3100 mxn

long. Inner dimension of the channel was 139 mm x 139 mm. In the centre

of the square channel there was a stainless steel tube of 60 mm outside

diameter. In the four corners of the square channel there ware four stain-

less steel quarter tubes with the outer radii equal to 30 mm. The thick»

nesses of all the tubes were 3 mm. Fig. 5 shows a sketch of the cross

section of the test section. The square vertical channel was completely

enclosed in a thin stainless steel cylinder. The volume between the out"

side of the square channel and the inside of the cylinder was packed with

teflon turnings. The two ends of this void were sealed with thin stainless

steel plates. The entire assembly was enclosed in a cylindrical pressure

vessel, whose inner diameter was 210 mm.

The central tube and all the four quarter tubes were resistance-

heated by a direct current power supply. The lengths of th& stainless

tubes between the ends of the copper electrodes were 3000 mm.

Three perforated plates were located al the following axial dis-

tances from the beginning of the heated section: at 200 mm, 700 mm and

1600 mm, respectively. The positions of the perforated plates are indi-

cated by the heavy dashed lines in Fig. 7. The perforated plates help

obtain a flat velocity profile at the beginning of each gap.

2}
"' For a detail description of the experimental setup, the reader is

referred to Ref. 1.
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V. 3 Data Instrumentation

Precision voltmeters were used to measure the voltage drops

across the central arid corner tubes and also across the cali-

brated resistances used for measuring the current through

the central and corner tubes.

ii) Mass .flow, i!\^~SIPe^stio.ti_

The mass flow through the test section was obtained by measu-

ring the pressure drop across a calibrated straight tubing.

iii) Ther_mal i

All temperatures were measured with copper-constantan

thermocouples. A digital voltmeter connected to a. data~printer

through an amplifier was used for recording the temperatures.

For a detail description of the thermal instrumentation, the

reader is referred to Ref. L Fig. 7 shows the positions of

different thermocouples in the test equipment.

V. 4 Test procedure

Rtins were made at pressures varying between 20 bar and 42 bar.

The choice of pressure in the test section depended upon the expected

maximum wall temperature. To avoid boiling at any point in the test

section, it was necessary to have a pressxii'e higher than the saturation

pressure corresponding to the expected maximum wall temperature.

In the phase of the experiment reported he re, runs were made

with water flowing upwards.

For each of the runs, the temperature of water at inlet was

brought to the value desired. After the inlet temperature was held con-

stant for a minimum, of 30 minutes, power was supplied to the tubes.

When a heat balance over the test section agreed within 5 per cent

with the measured power input, 3 to 5 readings were taken at 15 minutesf

interval. Less than 5 minutes were required to record a complete set of

readings.

Inlet conditions were assumed to be cteady when the inlet tempe-

rature varied less than 0. 02 C per minute.
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VT Results,

The inner surface temperature of the central tube was measured

at 72 locations. The water temperature was measured at 12 locations at

six different levels. Fig, 7 shows the locations of the measuring points.

VI. 1 Range of experimental data

The following table shows the overall range of Re., , Pr ., , Ra,, ,

Ra., , and (Ra.,) , covered in this experimental programme.

maximum

1. 295 x 105

3.96

5.09 x 1013

3.89 x 109

1.23 x 107

Re.,
ib

Pr-
P

Ra:fr

Ra

(Raj ,jl mod

VI. 2 Wall temperature

TableJ^J.
minimum

730

0e95

0.9 x 109

1.69 x 108

3.04 x 105

The inner wall temperatures of the centra,! tube were measured

at 8 locations round the periphery at 7 levels, Outside surface tempera-

ture was calculated by taking into account the temperature drop through

the wall. Variations of average outside surface temperature along the

tube length at different Reynolds number are plotted in Fig. 10 and 11.

The Reynolds iramber was increased by increasing the mass flow through

the test section. At higher mass flows a high rate of heat input was

necessary to obtain a reasonable temperature rise in the water. Fig» 10

and Fig» 11 indicate that the outside surface temperature profile tends
2,

to be irregular at high rates oC heat flux (q > 13.0 KW/m )„

In Fig. 12 a.nd 13, the local values of the inside wall temperatures

at the level 12 (see Fig. ?) for some runs are plotted against the distance

along the periphery. It clearly shows that at high rates of heat flux, the

peripheral variations are erratic» In evaluating the test results., the

arithmetic mean of the eight measured values at each level was used»

Data collected at Re., < 60 000 are more reliable than the data collected

at Re., > 60 000.



VI. 3 Effect of adjacent heated surfaces

All the runs were made with the four corner sectors heated. Exa-

mination of the peripheral temperature variations does not Indicate that

the heated sectors affect the heat transfer from the central lube. If the

beating of the corner tubes affected the heat transfer phenomena from,

the central tube, then one would have expected peaking in the peripheral

variation at the locations A, D, E and G. At low rates of heat flux and

Reynolds numbers, however, the peripheral temperature profiles are

very flat. At higher Reynolds numbers, the peripheral temperature pro-

files show weak peaks at the points A and D, That might be caused by

the presence of obstructions in the form of probes measuring the water

temperature,

VI. 4 Transition from laminar flow

Examination of the wall temperature profile at bulk Reynolds

numbers between 800 and 5 000 indicates that there are BO sharp changes

in the axial profile of the wall temperature. Since the heat flux is fairly

constant, obviously, there is no sudden variation jn the heat transfer

coefficient. It indicates that the transition from laminar flow must have

taken place at 3 Reynolds number below 300. This was expected because

Kemeny a.nd Somers (6) reported that hi their experimental setup, transi-

tion to non-laminar flow was observed at Re.. — 200,

VI, 5 Water temperature

Bulk, temperature profiles at various Reynolds numbers are plot-

ted in Fig. 10 and 11. At Reynolds numbers lower than 25 000. the bulk

temperature rise is approximate linear between the measured inlet and

outlet temperatures. At higher Reynolds numbers, the measured bulk

temperature rise is still linear but the values lie above the line joining

the measured inlet and outlet temperatures. To be on Ihe safer side, the

data from the locations j = 0 to IE and j - 70 and 7] were neglected while

evaluating the test results.

The water temperature profile at the low Reynolds numbers indi-

cates that there is no noticeable looping in ti-e fluid mass due to super-
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imposed free convection flows. The thermocouple junctions xised for

measuring the water temperature were not sensitive enough to detect any

quick local temperature fluctuations due to cell formations.

VI, 6 Free convection correlations

A factor K-i was evaluate'] from the experimental data where

1/3
0. 13(Ra.

JJ (Nu., }
j.fci/ exp

Variation of this factor with increasing Reynolds number indi-

cated some interesting characteristics. Upto a bulk Reynolds number of

4 000., the factor K, is equal to 1 £0.05 (mean values). In the Reynolds

number range 4 000 to 10 000, the vaiu.es of K, lie between 0. 98 and 1. 10.
4

With increasing Reynolds number upto about Re, - 9 x 1 0 , the measured

Nusselt number tends to be progressively less than the Nusselt number

predicted by the relation given below,

(6-2)

4 5
Beyond Re, ~ 9 x. 10 to Re-j ~- 1.3 x 10' , K, decreases sharply

and reaches a mean value of 0. 85. Jxx the .Reynolds number range of 10"
4

to 9 x 10' , the values of K. paradoxically seem to indicate that the

Nusselt number decreases with increasing Reynolds number.

Data oi Eckert et al. (4) obtained from Fig. 14 reproduced from

Ref. 4j shows that it is possible to move aJong a constant Nusselt number

line from a lower to higher Reynolds number. Taking numerical examp-

les, it is possible to move from the point A to the point B where A and B

(see Fig. .14) have the following data.

Re Nu

x x

A. 3 x 105 900

B 4 x i0 5 900
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( g )
11 4reveals that at Ra, > 3 x 10 between the Reynolds numbers 5 x 10"5 bx

Inspection of the data of Eckert et al. (see Fig. 5, Ref. 4) also

that at Ra, > 3 x 10 between the Revn
r ox

and 1 x 10" j the data points have a large scatter,

VI. 7 Comparison with the data, of Eckert et al» 4
To understand the heat transfer phenomena in the range 1 x 10
4to 9 x 10 , another set of curves were plotted as shown in .fĉ ig. 15.

Nu. was plotted against Re, for three different-£— ratios. At

higher Reynolds numbers, the following table indicates the range of Ra,
x

X ~ Ra,
De

10.2 5 x 10 lZ

5, 1 6 x 1011

3.8 2.5 x 1011

The curves for constant Rayleigh numbers equal to 1 x 10" ,

3 x 10 " and 1x10 are reproduced from Ref. 4. The quantitative

agreement seeras to be of the order of jh_ 10%. This is considered to be

very satisfactory because there are wide differences irx the two experi-

mental arrangements. .Eckert et al. (4) conducted the experiment with air

as flow medium in a vertical circular pipe with constant wall temperatu-

res.

From Fig. 14 it is obvious that Nuaselt number is practically in-

dependent of Reynolds number below the values given in the following

table.
j

at Ra, below Re, Re, (•—— = 5)
bx bx b*De

1 7 K A.

1 x 10 4.5 x 10" 9x10

3 x 10U 2 x 105 4 x 104

1 x 10 l i 1 x 105 2 x 104

12A line joining the data points for Ra, «5 x 10 from the present

experim.ent is shown in Fig. 15. It is difficult to make any comparison

because there are no data available from other sources in this region.
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Qualitatively.» however, the part of the curve where Nu, steadily Increases

with Re, , falls in the same line with the corresponding parts of the

curves reproduced from Ref. 4.

From Fig, 15 it can he seen that at Ra, , = 5 x 10" "", the Nusselt

number starts increasing with increasing Reynolds number beyond Re, ~

95 000, If the data of Eckert et al. are extrapolated to Ra, = 5 x 10""

(see Fig» 9, Ref* 4), one finds that the mixed flow regime begins at

Re, = 98 000,. The agreements seem to be fairly good.

A modified form of Hie equation proposed by Eckert et al. (4} for

turbulent intake region in a circular tube was used for predicting the

local Nusselt number. The modification consisted of using film tempera-

ture instead of bulk temperature. The diameter of the central tube d

was used instead of D .
e

, 2/3 1/3 Y , 2/3
r i r d - »i ' X . r , d ••

Nu - 0 116 £ J i

(6-3)

Predic ted Nusselt numbers a re about 60 per cent higher than the

measured values.

VI. 8 Forced convection corre la t ions

F r o m the experimental da ta^Colburn factors J . , and the c o r r e -

sponding Reynolds numbers Re . f were evaluated» A plot of J . , vs R e . ,

indicated that an equation of the form

4
fitted the data well upto a film Reynolds number of 9 x 10", In other

words, in the Grashof number range investigated, the Nusselt number

is pract ical ly independent of Reynolds number. It will be erroneous to

conclude that a forced convection correlat ion is valid only above Re , ~

90 000. In this experimental setup at the higher Reynolds number runs»
J 2 13

Ra._ was always of the order of 1 x 10" " to 1 x 10 . So, re la t ively,
most of the data points .tie ii> the mixed and Iree convection regions .



A few of the data points lie in the forced flow regime. They

approximately obey a relationship of the form

Jf = 0. 015 Ref"°' 2 (6-5)

VI. 9 Comparison with the data of Hallman £2)

Hallman (2) conducted an analytical and experimental study of

laminar heat transfer in a vertical circtslctr tube ^^nder the conditions of

combined forced and free convection. For Reyieigh numbers in the range

1.00 < Ra < 10 000, the analysis is well approximated by the equation

0,28
Nu = 1.40 [Ra, } (6-6)

a
circ.

where

p2 p g A D 4 \i C _
I. Ra j ~ -~_™__~. „ .. (3-28)

a.
cxrc 16 \x" X

Data from the present experiment were utilised to evaluate

(Nu.,,} and (Ra.J
J exp " mod

The diameter of the central tube, d , was used as the characteri-

stic dimensioxi instead of the equivalent diameter of the channel, D , in

the NusseJt and Rayleigh numbers.
In Fie. 18 (Nu..,) is plotted against (Ra.,.) , for differentb x jfd'exp r 6 v jf'raod

Reynolds numbers. It appears that in the range 8 x. 10 < {Ra.J) , <

< 1 x 10 and 1015 < Re, < 2706, the experimental data obey a relation-

ship of the form

0,28
(Nu } -1 ,75 ( R a ) (6-7)

' exp J mod

Since the exponent of the Rayleigh number is 0. 28, the above

mentioned relationship is almost independent of the choice of the length

parameter in the form of d or D in this experiment. Since the flow is

definitely non-laminar in the present experiment, it is natural that the

measured heat transfer coefficients are higher than those predicted by

Hallman' s theoretical analysis for laminar flow.
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Equations (3-19), (3-22), (3-22a) and (3-29) indicated that the

turbulent mixed convection phenomenon is a function of Ra , Re and Pr.
a a

Fig. 18 is a qualitative confirmation of this indication. At constant

Reynolds numbers the data points seem to obey a relationship of the

form
0. 28

=C(Ra.J (6-8)
where

exp mod

C =F(Reb , Rajf) (6-9)

VI. 10 Correlation incorporating buoyancy parameter

Discussions presented above under the titles of free and forced

convection correlations indicate that an equation which does not take

into account relative effects of buoyancy and forced convection may pre-

dict erroneous heat transfer coefficients in the mixed convection region.

An analysis incorporating buoyancy parameters is presented below.

40 locally measured values from 24 runs were utilised for the

analysis which follows. Arithmetic mean of 8 local values at a particular
X

ratio were used. So, approximately 5 x 24 data points were available
for obtaining a least square fit as described later on.

The range of the data analysed is as follows

880 < Reb < 81 000

1 x 109 < Ra, < 4 x JO13

fx

1.3xlO 8 < Gr., , < 2 .5x lO 9

jbde

Chen et al. (3) had correlated heat transfer data for annuli in the

Reynolds number range of 200 to 2 000 with an equation of the following

form

G D ° ' 4 5 1 / 3 IX. ° - 1 4 D ° - 4 D.
* . , , . 02 <—&> . (P r b )
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The above equation was modified and rewritten in the following

form
0.45 1/3 |j. 0. 3.4 D 0.4

(Nu., ) = 1.00 (Re.,) * (Pr . J • (-&•) * (~^) •
j b exp j b j b ^js j

The present experimental data were utilised to calculate the value

of the exponent n. It was found that n varied considerably with varying

combinations of Grashof number a,nd Reynolds number. This seems to be

reasonable because, since the exponent of Reynolds number is kept con™

stant» the exponent of Grashof iiumber should be dependent upon the rela-

tive effects of buoyancy and forced convection. To study this the exponent

n was plotted against R. where
J

Re.,
R s — i i 2 T 3 5 (6-12)

J (Gr.. } U i 5

From Fig. 16 it can be seen that there is a definite relationship
X

between n and R., Different curves were obtained for different ~?r~ratios.
J De

Dimensional analysis presented previously in this report indicated
Grthat a buoyancy parameter of the form —"-g is a measure of the relative

effects of buoyancy on forced convection heat transfer. Locally measured

values are used for evaluation. To account for the differing distances of

the measuring points from the nearest upstream velocity-straightner,

the distance X. was used as a length parameter in N., where
J J

Gr.

I2

A plot of n against Log _N. (see Fig. 17} indicates that a linear

relationship exists. A least square fit to the experimental data yielded

the following equation

n = 0.01169 + 0.03046 LogIQN. (6-14)
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From Fig. 17 it appears that the data points, though evenly spread

on both sides of the thick straight line, do not coalesce on the straight

line.

66 per cent of the data lie in an area, bounded by two straight lines

deviating An = _+_ 0, 004 from the mean line. The maximum deviation is

of the order of An = j^Q.008. Error in the Nusselt number would vary

with the magnitude of Gr., - . The following table indicates the variation.

Table 6-5

rGl..bde!
1
Ån

ANu
Nu

I
±

±

0.

0.

101

004

10

0

±

0.

0.

008

20

±

±

0.

0.

io14

004

14

-3.

±

. o.008

29

VI. 11 Conclusion

Data obtained in. the mixed convection region shows a large scatter.

Data obtained from the present experiment agree with the data obtained by
9

Eckert et al, (4). In the range 880 < Re. < 10 000 and 10 < Ra, < 2. 7 x
.13 • fx

x 10 "" , local heat transfer coefficients can be calculated with the help of

the following equation

• ' 1/3

In the range 880 < Re, < 81 000, local heat transfer coefficients

in the free and mixed convection region can be calculated by using the

following equations

G r .
Nu, = -

fX r _ 1 C

{Re., J

n = 0.01169 + 0. 03046
[Nu.

j

0.45

j b e jb UjsJ
j s

(6-13)

(6-14)

0.4 n
• [ G r - , ]jbde

(6-11)
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APPENDIX A

N omen c latur e

Symbol

A

C

D.

D

D.
J

D

E

G

K

L

M

1

N.
J

T

U

U

X .
J

X, Y, Z

Description Units

temperature gradient in the axial direction C/meter

pressure drop parameter for a.n annulus,

- (•?•) + P g)(D 2 - D . 2 ) / u piv dx' ro &/x o i ' J m ^

specific heat at constant pressure J/kg C

inner diameter of an annulus > meter

outer diameter of an annulus meter

digital voltmeter reading at a location j mV

equivalent diameter meter

ratio of eddy diffusivities, e ^ / e . .

mass velocity kg/m s

as defined in eqn (6-1)

length meter

as defined in eqn (4-16)

as defined in eqn (6-13)

dimensionless pressure

as defined in eqn (6-12)

dimensionless temperature difference

dimensionless velocity as defined in eqn (3-17)

main stream velocity m/s

distance of a location j from the nearest
upstream perforated plate meter

dimensionless rectangular cartesian
coordinates
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Symbol

Gr

Description

Grashof number,

2 3
r p g At L

J Colburn factor, St. Pr
2 /3

Nu Nusselt number,
a L

P r Prandtl number,
C

P

Re Reynolds number,
L G

Re

Re.
i

friction Reynolds number for the outer wall,

friction Reynolds number for the inner wall,

\>

1)

o

1

u

V

u

o

*

1

Ra

R a

St

R e

R a mod

Rayleigh number, Gr. Pr.

Rayleigh number for an annulus,
p2 p g C A(D 2 -D 2 )D 2

_ r p> ° i o

16 n A

a
Stanton number,

G C

Reynolds number for an annulus.
p u (D - D.)

m o i
( .)

m o i

H-

modified Rayleigh number,
p2 p g

16 jx

out i:

L
P r
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Symbol

b

do

g

m

n

in

P ' Poo

"om

r

s

t

to

t
00

t..

t.

r

u, v, w

u
1 1

Description

diameter ratio, D./D

outside diameter of the central tube

acceleration due to gravity

exponent

exponent

mass flow

pressure

mean heat flux from the central tube

radial coordinate

radius of maximum velocity

temperature

outer wall temperature of an annulus

main stream temperature

bulk temperature at a level corresponding
to a location j

film temperature at a location j as defined
in eqn (4-21)

outside surface temperature at a location j

surface temperature of a flat plate

component of velocity in the x, y and z
direction respectively

w dimensionless velocity in the x, y and z
direction respectively

mean velocity parallel to the tube axis

*
u

u.
l

x, y, z

x, r

friction velocity, v T /p3 wo / r o

friction velocity, N/T . /p

rectangular cartesian coordinates

cylindrical coordinates

Units

meter

2m/s

kg/s

N/m2

W/m2

meter

meter

°C

•Am/s

m/s

m/s

m/s

meter

meter
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T " " " " " outer "

wo

4> dimensionless temperature difference,

2 \ Q

m

1 /

m

°C

7s

Symbol Description Units-

a thermal diffusivity, -̂/p C

(3 thermal coefficient of volume expansivity

Y angular coordinate

e eddy diffusivity

2r
il dimensionless radial coordinate, •=—"

° - 2s
t\ dimensionless radius of maximum velocity, -=T~

o

X- thermal conductivity W/m C

|JL dynamic viscosity kg/m s

p mass density kg/m

p mass density evaluated at the outer wall

temperature " kg/m

Ö radial temperature difference, t - t -C

v kinematic viscosity, fx/p m / s

T . fluid shearing stress at the inner wall N / m '

N/m2

p u C A(D 2 - D.2)ro m p x o i '

At temperature difference C
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Subscripts

a annulus

b value at bulk temperature t.,

circ. round pipe

d value with diameter d as length parameter

de " " " D " " "
e

x " " distance X. " " »
J

f " at film temperature t.. >

m mean value

j local value at a location j

s value at the outer wall of the central tube

H heat

M momentum

mod modified

th theoretical

exp experimental

in at the inlet to the test section

out " " outlet " " " "
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APPENDIX C

if. >'fi

Relation between Re. and Re
1- o—

Frictional Reynolds numbers at the inner and the outer wall are

defined as follows:

^ D. u. f

Re.*=-i-i- (C-l)

D u

"o
R * _o_o_ {c_z)

Shear stresses and friction velocities are related by the following

equations:

T . =u.*2p (C-3)
wi i r x '

T, = u * 2 p (C-4)
wo o r

»2
T u p
wo _ o v_ t r ,-\
Wl U. p

Substituting for frictional velocities

(C-6)

(C-7)

A force balance on a fluid element in annular passage (see Fig. 8a)

gives:

2 »-2

Twi * D i = ̂  (s ~ - M dp (C-8)
4

T
WO

T .
Wl

Two
T .

Wl

Re*o

D 2

o

b2 R,

Re.*

2

2

D . 2

Re.*2

!=2
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° 7
T TT D = TT ( ~ - ° - - S ) dp (C-9)

wo o 4 '

D
T o

S " 4

r
b

Equating the''equation's (C-7) and (C-l'l)V öné öbtairs



Large mass of f (uid

heated
channel

•insulation

pump

cooler

insulation

heated
channel

Fig, i . Pure free convection. Fig. 2. Combined forced and free

convection.



Maximum pressure 55 bar

Maximum temperature 270°C

Deionised water from the

pressurising system

Rejected

water

= [ > Air

Air-cooler
Capacity 640 kW

TS

TC

Flow path parallel to
the test section for a
quicker heating up rate

X Main valve

Circulation pumps CP1 and CP2

TC TC

TC thermocouples
TS test section

F ig . 3. Simplified flow diagram for the loop HÄXAN.



To the cooler

i

iXJ-

1 &2
Thermocouples for measuring bulk
temperature at the inlet and outlet
with upward flow.The order is reversed
with downward flow.

Bypass to the flow measuring tube.

Z
O

in

us

t

-ixj-H

T
Gap for fitting the flow
measuring tubes.

Fig. 4. Connecting lines between the loop

and the test section.

From the pump.



30 mm

60mm

Flow cross section

Square channel

Outer pressure tube (P »42 bar)
mox

Corner sectors

Central tube

Tubs in the centre and tube sectors in
the four corners are heated electrically
by direct-current

Fig. 5. Sketch of the cross section

of the test section.



Corner tubes

Perforated plate

Inlet duct

Pressure vessel

Cylindrical
extension

Intet entry holes
(circumferentialty distributed)

Central-tube

E
£
o
©
o
o

.Power leads to
the corner tubes

Inlet plenum

Fig. 6. Sketch of inlet duct.
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Distcncss batwesn different levels
or» given in mm.

probe

central
tube

proba comsr tuba

square channel

Sketch of true cross-ssction of ttis
test-section looking upwards from
bottom

CHART SHOWING THE POSIT8ONS OF

THE THERMOCOUPLES IN THE TEST'SECTiON

Fig. 7. Thermal instrumentation schematic.



Do

Fig. 8. Sketch of an annulus, Fig. 8a. Force balance on a

fluid element.

/ y '

X

L
- ir-4

Fig. 9. Boundary layer on a flat plate.
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J70

160

150

140

130

o
120

M 1
G.

E

100

SO

30

70

60

50

Average surface temperatur
Buik temperature

Symbol Run no.- Reynolds number range
1 2 730-1221
2 12 1225-3376
3 15 2S92 -4S66
4 68 28550-33760

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

Tube length L, cm

Fig. 10. Bulk and average surface temperature variation along the tube axis,



220 - —Ave-ra g :.-• surface temperature •
Bulk temperaturs

Symbol Run no , R e y n o i d s number rcn-a?
1 30 4034 - 6323

32 S365 -
45 §664 - 11330
54 13250 - 15S0Q
52 17290 - 195S0
70 46170 - 53360
72 73130 - 60430
74 90 710 - 98390 i

SO SO TOO !20 UC 150 150 200 220 ?J<0 250 230 300
Ti:';3 length L. C:A

90

Fig. l i . Bulk and avei-age surface temperature variation along the tube axis.
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Fig. 12» Peripheral surface temperature variation
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4 000 I I i n nTI

Forced-convection limit l in©

6 aW 4 T T i P 2
Product of Grashof and

4 W 8 1QTI 2

Prandtl numbers, Gr^Pr

Fig. .14. Dimensionless correlation of local mixed-free-and-forced-convection

heat-transfer coefficients for turbulent parallel flow (ref.4)



i l 2L
Symbol D© d o

® 3.8 5 mean values at j= 22 to29
A 5.1 6.7 j 42 to49
* 10.2 13.4 j 52 to59

Dote of Eckert et.al, (ref.A,p42)
Turbulent flow along flat plates(rsUp42}
Predicted Nussalt number using equation 6-3

2 3 4 5 6 7 8910' 2 3 4 5 B 7 8 910s . 2 3 4 5 6 7 89107

Reynolds number, Rs^x

Fig. 15. Dimensionless correlation of heat transfer coefficients for turbulent upwards flow.
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Fig. 16, Variation of the exponent n in the equation 6»11 with R. (see eqn 6-12).
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Fig. 17. Variation of the exponent n in the equation 6-11 with N. {see eqn 6»13)
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